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Conjurak is a romantic fantasy
that follows failed writer, Trenton,
as he makes friends when he is
selected by a friendship bracelet
called the “Conjurak.” Together
with an orc, elf, and nature fairy
as his new friends, they avoid
Magnus, the previous Conjurak,
from his devious plans.
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Trenton's bedroom.
And after loving
the way he felt
exploring these
amazing worlds,
such as Lord of
the Rings and
Harry Potter, he
made a promise
to her.

Long ago,
when Trenton
was a young
boy, his mother
would read
to him
every night.

And after his mother passed away due to
a unique illness, his resolve for the promise made
to his mother would be even stronger.

I will
be a story writer
for you, mom.
I promise.

Trenton.

It's
time for
bed.

Trenton,
Stop getting
these stupid Ideas
and think about
getting a real
job.

Dad,
I want to be a
writer to make
people feel how
I feel when I
read these
wonderful
words.

Dad.
I promised
mom.

Trenton.
she's Dead. Don't
be stupid.

Just
like mom did
for me.

Now.
So...
What's
going
on?

Nothing
much.

Oh! two
years ago,
Magnus
had the
conjurak.

He got
royalty
from each
realm.
amazing,
Really.

Amaryllis.

Oh no.
This isn't that
kind of small
talk. I meant whyare-four-dudes-heretrying-to-kill-us
kind of talk.

Myrin.

Why is that Amazing?
Juon.

Usually, each realm
picks the strongest
that isn't royalty.

Trenton.

Royalty
have kingdoms
to run, you
know.

So why
did magnus
kill your
husband if he
summoned
"fairy king"
on
purpose?

We nature spirits double as
muses of sorts. Magnus used
my dearly departed, Venrie, to
create a weapon. With Venrie
gone, I'm the next natural
muse Magnus wants.

No
one really
knows.

Well,
that's terrible,
Amaryllis.

I'm
truly sorry
you're going
through
that.
Yeah.

Well, I have to go to a
writing convention.

These
plants are
sick.
Myrin?

Can Anyone do anything
about these dead bodies?
{sigh}

My magic
is dreadful. You
know that.

Alright.
these poor
plants.

You should
really water
your plants.

Maybe the
conjurak should
have gotten a
gardener rather
than a cook, drink
mixer, and...

What
are you
doing?
Leaving.

...A tragically
depressed nature
fairy for me.

What
do we
do?
I
don't
care?

I refuse to
be a pet that
sits and waits
for my master
to come back.

Let
him
go.

What? No. This is a
human convention.
People will freak if
they see you guys.

It'd be
boring.
We'll
Manage.

and demeaning!
We're going along.
That didn't
do anything.
To you.
But to others,
we'll look
human.

Here, I'll
fix that.

I'm late.
I'm out.

Magnus's base.

Magnus.

Venrie.

Writing Convention center.
The annual writer’s convention. Here, aspiring writers
share their stories with large and small publishers
hoping their book will get picked up for publication.

As a
testament to
how "aspiring"
Trenton is, he
comes to this
convention
every year.
Harmless Puppy
Printing
I
love the ideas
behind the stories...
Trenton, is it?
Yes!

But the execution is
lacking, if you don't
mind me saying. There
aren't enough details in
the world to make the
world seem immersive or
real to the reader. You
have potential, but you'll
need to work on your
world-building details for
us to seriously consider
publishing you.

Don't
be so down
on yourself,
Trenton.

Oh.
Alright. Well,
Thank you for
your time.

Of course he's
right. The problem
might be that
you've never been
to these worlds
that you write
about.

You're
suggesting my writing
is bad because I've never
been to a fantasy
world?

But he's
right.

I'm suggesting your
writing might improve
if you visit our world.
Then you would see
that the elf realm air
isn't wind but a hint
of magical currents
that the elves tap into.
You would see that
the dirt from the orc
realm looks lava hot
but is cool to the
touch. You'd see that
the planets in my
world live with a
soul that bounces
off the leaves.

Hmm...
Interesting
point.
Here's
another
booth.

Train Toot
Publishing
Sure!

Hi!
I'm trenton.
Would you
mind reading
a little of my
draft?

If I add details
that the elf realm
air isn't wind...but
magical currents...

Trenton, The ideas
are creative and fun.
It's the details
that are lacking.

...or something...
would it make the
story better?

That
sounds
amazing. Why
isn't that in
there?
Guess
I just needed
a muse with
me.
Well,
when you rewrite
this with your muse,
please call us
back!

Yes!

Right.
Ok.
thanks.

elsewhere at the convention.
You're
right, Juon.
The look on his
face. When a
person is taking
forever to
order with a line
of impatient
people behind
him.
The
face the offender
gives.

You're
looking at the
same menu!
The
same
menu!

You
were in the same
line. You didn't
make up your mind
while waiting in
line?

Wait,
Juon. look over
there.

Wrong
type of convention,
ladies.

They must be looking for us.

We
should tell
trenton and
amaryllis.
Agreed.

Elsewhere at
the convention.

It's
just, when I was little,
my mom read to me these
fantastic stories of
fantastic worlds.
When
she was
on her death
bed, I promised
her I would
never give up
the dream of
being a
writer.

But
I'll never
be able to ever
keep that
promise...

...because of how trash
of a writer I am.
I promised to take
care of the realm.

Yeah?
What promises
have you made
that you can't
keep?

But I can't
because of
my hate for
magnus.

I feel ya,
Trenton.
Ahh.
Hate is an
unfortunate
discharge of
discomfort.

Trenton!

amaryllis!

There's
Magnus's assassins
here. Me and Juon
saw them. Pretty sure
they're looking
for us.
They
aren't likely
to kill us.

What
do we
do?

"Assassin"
mean something
different in your
world than
mine?

Let's
go to back to astravia.
We'll be in our element
there.

There's
plants over there.
I can teleport us
away with them.

Guys...

They're
here.

Alright,
everyone. where
to?

But
if we're lucky,
someone there
I
be able
Can't fight, mightto.
trenton.

Let's
go to the orc
Realm...

Nope. It's
settled.

But...

Orc Realm.

Darn. no
Plants.

They've
followed
us!

"Destruction!"

"Hurricane!"

Really
wish I had some
plants.

We have
you now-Ahh!

{ack}

Welcome
back, Juon.
Thanks,
little sis.

Magnus's Base.

Let's
try this
again.
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